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Wishful thinking, Minnesota
When I moved to
does tradition say the
Minnesota from the
wish has to be secret,
East Coast, I brought
but if your lungs give
along my East Coast
out and you don’t get
charm. OK, so you
all the candles out
probably wouldn’t
on a single breath,
have called it charm.
you’re outta luck too
I came with a
with that darn wish.)
propensity to drive
I think this wishfast without polite
making tradition
highway merging
needs a second look.
skills, was a fan of the
Maybe I’m thinking
unexpected visitor
about this because
showing up at my
I’m at the age where
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door for coffee and
no one bothers to
conversation (and I did
even put the right
it to others too), and
number of candles on
– most importantly – a
the cake. And I have
knack for honesty.
a sense of, “Girl, if
I characterize this
you’re going to do
knack for honesty as
this in your life, you
authentic, genuine and
better get going!”
open. But those are the
So it now occurs
New York adjectives.
to me that it’s
The Minnesota
important to speak
adjectives were more
and share one’s
like strong, outspoken
wishes and dreams.
and opinionated.
Say them aloud.
I am not being
Make them happen.
defensive on this. I had
I mean really
to learn some Midwest
happen. I admit
manners. And my
it … my birthday
neighbors and friends
wishes aren’t about
helped me along in this
IMAGE BY JODY RUSSELL world peace, solving
process. I hope I am a muchglobal hunger or
improved version of that “fresh
even solving climate
from the coast” self. No doubt – I
change. My wishes are about
still say what I think about most
love, relationships, friendships,
things, but I’ve learned to wait and
opportunities, dreams, traveling
listen to others first, moderate the
and the general concept of
extremeness of my opinions, and
happiness.
understand that there are usually
Thinking one’s dreams and
multiple good ways to do something. wishes is a first step because it’s
Yet even my willingness to speak
just realizing what one wants. But
honestly had a limit. And it’s one
I believe that speaking dreams
that only recently occurred to me
aloud is an essential step toward
as worth looking at anew: making
actually making them happen. The
birthday wishes.
power of the shared thought, the
For nearly every year of my life
shared idea and the shared dream
there’s been a birthday cake and a
is remarkable.
certain number of candles. Even
Holding a dream secret in our
if it’s only been a single candle,
minds doesn’t increase its magic
someone would inevitably say,
and possibility. Letting these ideas
“Make a wish!” and I would close
out, allowing them to have a life
my eyes and blow out the candles. I
outside one’s own mind, expands
can picture it exactly. That moment.
their potential. It takes on a
The hesitation as I decide on a wish.
different path towards happening.
In those few seconds of wishI am certain of this. I’ve seen
making, though I knew it was
it happen. Maybe you have too.
coming, I was somehow surprised
Some of my wildest dreams have
to be allowed a wish. And then
happened in the past few years.
alternating between something
Alas, I am a little superstitious.
good for the world — like world
And 54 years of tradition are hard
peace — and something more
to break. I’m still more likely to
specific, personal — like new tires
make a silent wish and blow out my
for my aging car. I would think,
ever-increasing candles. And I’m
‘Yes! Jody, this is your chance to be
also still likely to drive fast in the
selfish!”
left lane. But when it comes to my
I could wish for something
wishes and dreams — whether it’s a
important, or not important — since home filled with peace and calm, a
no one would know, it didn’t matter.
photography expedition abroad or a
No one would know because the
polar ice cap that isn’t shrinking —
other mantra heard over the years
I’m going to share them with those
is, “Don’t tell anyone or it won’t
around me. And I hope I hear some
come true. It’s bad luck.” And so we
of yours too. Who knows — maybe
face our butter-cream decorated
we can make them happen. (Oh, and
birthday cake, we close our eyes, we
I promise to merge better too.)
make a wish, we open our eyes, and
Jody Russell is an Eden Prairie Web
aim a swoop of air down across the
designer, photographer and writer. Her
candles, hoping to get them all on
columns appear regularly in the Eden
the first exhale. (Because, not only
Prairie News.
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Explaining the teenage brain
Raising a teenager can be an
emotional roller coaster. Teens
are stubborn, moody and often
reckless. And, while no one’s
condoning your son’s tendency
to drive 20 miles over the speed
limit or your daughter’s ability
to transform from angel to imp
in 10 seconds flat, gaining an
understanding of the physical
developments behind that “thick
skull of theirs” may help you
realize that your teen’s crazy
behavior isn’t necessarily due to
bad parenting.
So until they mature into
responsible and congenial adults,
you’ll have to work hard to
open the door to understanding,
communication and compromise.
Even if it’s only to hear it slam
when you enforce that curfew.
1. When reading facial
expressions to determine the
emotions of another person,
teenagers use the amygdala, the
part of the brain that guides “gut”
reactions.
Adults, in contrast, tend to
rely on the part of the brain that
controls reason and planning,
called the frontal cortex. While
the amygdala is about reactions,
the frontal cortex is about rational
thought. This may explain why
adolescents tend to take more risks
and act more impulsively than
adults.
2. The gray matter (neurons)
of the brain continues to thicken
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through childhood, peaking at
around 11 for girls and 12 for
boys. Around puberty, the excess
connections are thinned or
pruned, leaving only the essential
(and most-used) connections. You
can see why engaging in activities
like piano or chess at a young age
would help your teen later; with
neural connections it’s use it or
lose it!
3. Granted, everyone makes
bad choices from time to time,
but teenagers are often repeat
offenders. The frontal lobe, which
controls planning, organizing,
and decision making, is still
developing. And, it’s appropriate
that a teen might need a little extra
help getting organized or planning
his next science project.
4. Yes, your athletic son may
have more girls calling him at
11 p.m. than the teen who sits in

his basement playing video games.
But it might not be because of
his great body. It’s believed that
physical activity most influences
the cerebellum, the part of the
brain that we use for higher
thought, including social skills. So
the more athletic, the more social.
The more social, the more dating
prospects!
5. Our internal body clocks –
called Circadian rhythms – change
at puberty. That’s why teens
usually fall asleep later than kids
and adults, and have a harder time
waking up early. It’s a brain thing
– not an act of defiance against
your imposed bedtime.
6. Teenagers don’t have as much
myelin (the white matter coating
around nerves) as adults. In fact,
this “nerve insulation” doesn’t
fully develop until the mid-20s,
which means there are fewer
connections to the part of the brain
insight (that darn frontal lobe
again!). And without insight, your
teen may frequently come across
as selfish and unable to recognize
how their actions affect others.
Yes, it’s rude. But it’s also partially
due to normal development.
7. The best brain news might be
that your teen’s brain is “plastic,”
that is, always capable of change.
In fact, numerous studies have
shown that our brains can be
trained (to increase attention,
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Thanks to
students, parents
As we reach the end of another
school year, I would like to extend my
thanks to the students of Eden Prairie
High School and their parents. I am
so fortunate to be a social studies
teacher at the high school. I cannot
tell you how often, at the end of the
day, I find myself thinking of the word
gratifying to describe how I feel about
my profession and my students.
It is my genuine hope that at some
point, our students will find themselves engaged in a career or profession that is as personally rewarding
as the one I am so privileged to be a
part of. When some students this year
asked me what my dream job was, I
said, “I have my dream job.” And I
meant it.
The intrinsic satisfaction derived
from my interactions with students
on a daily basis is something that
cannot be measured, and it is some-
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thing I hope all members of the class
of 2012 consider as they move to the
next phase of their lives.

Craig Hollenbeck
Minneapolis
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Need to improve
our economy
The need for jobs is necessary to
keep our economy moving forward.
In January 2012 our state had excess money due to the fact that state
budgets were cut and an improved
economy and jobs were created,
which added extra money for the
government. Know that jobs can only
come from two sources: government
or business.
There are two common views for
creating jobs. One is to create government jobs through bonding, which
gives the state immediate cash in
exchange for low-interest debt. This
debt is sold as bonds to institutions or
individuals. The common thought is
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the money will be used for construction projects of various sorts which
put individuals to work right now.
The other view is to create business tax cuts so business can be
more profitable and competitive and
in theory have more money to hire
workers. Business tax cuts may have
long-term benefits, but do not directly
increase demand for goods and services. Without increased demand,
businesses have no reason to add
jobs. These tax cuts, however, would
increase government debt.
The bonding solution creates jobs
first (debt is deferred) which by necessity creates demand. The employee
has money to spend right now for
retail or capital good purchases or
to pay down debt. Beyond creating
demand for jobs it also reduces unemployment which is a savings to
government.
Many of our legislators talk about
jobs as the No. 1 cause, but look at
their voting records to see their
priorities.

Mark Voorhees
Eden Prairie
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Support local
Relay for Life
June 3 marks National Cancer
Survivors Day – a chance for us
all to celebrate the strength and
courage exhibited by the cancer
survivors we have in our lives. Too
many of our loved ones continue to
be affected by this terrible disease.
This reality makes the dollars donated and volunteer hours devoted
to the American Cancer Society’s
Relay For Life critically important.
Local volunteers are a huge part
of a nationwide effort to save lives
from cancer. When the American
Cancer Society started in 1913, cancer was a certain death sentence.
But thanks to the organization and
its millions of supporters, the fiveyear survival rate for all cancers is
now 68 percent. Additional people
are needed for the progress to continue. Join the fight by supporting
the Relay For Life of Eden Prairie,

held July 13 at Eden Prairie High
School Stadium.
Relay provides funding to support cancer research, including
10 research grants in Minnesota
totaling $ 4.2 million; to provide
local cancer patients with services
such as transportation to treatment
and free lodging; and to distribute
lifesaving literature on cancer prevention and detection.
On the upcoming National Cancer Survivors Day, honor the cancer
survivors you know by committing
to participate or attending the Relay
For Life of Eden Prairie on July 13.
Invite those in your life who have
fought or are currently fighting
this disease to be our special guests
of honor as the community of Eden
Prairie gathers to support them.
To sign up or learn more, visit
www.eprelay.org.

Ruby Winings
Shakopee
Editor’s note: Winings is an American Cancer Society volunteer.
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